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Abstract
As users enjoy their computing with an increasing number of devices, applications and services, and connected
other users, usersaÇ
˛ attention is getting the most precious
resource in computing due to increasing information fragments provided proactively. Research on user’s attention
management and especially interruptibility have been accelerated in the recent years. After clarifying some recent
background computing trends, this paper focuses on those
researches areas, specifies several possible opportunities
in the area, and proposes 3 key future opportunities that
include being a layer and platform, communication with industries, and intersection with research areas. This paper
aims to motivate active discussion on how we can make our
research flourish in rather longer term.
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Introduction
Ever since Herbert A. Simon firstly emphasized the preciousness of the limited amount of attention expected in
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Figure 1: The Number of
Worldwide Monthly Active Users
(MAU) of the Major Social Media
Services
(Source: Facebook, Inc., Twitter, Inc., LINE
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in use in the world is expected to be more than 18 billion in
2018 [1]. Thus, naturally in personal scale, the number of
networked computing devices in a user’s surrounding environment has been increasing [20]. The average number
of devices that people are using to access the Internet has
been increasing from 2.12 devices in 2011 to 2.78 in 2014.
Another survey revealed that users tend to carry multiple
devices and even use them simultaneously [6]. For example, 75% of the time when users are using a tablet, they
are using another device (35%, a smartphone; and 44%,
a television). In particular, the trend of watching TV with
simultaneous Web access from a tablet or smartphone is
called “second-displaying.”

In this paper, after we clarify some of the key trends around
user’s computing devices, communication, and notification
occurring in the recent computing experience of users, we
propose several opportunities for the future of interruptibility
researches. The purpose of this paper is to motivate active discussion on how we (interruptibility researchers) can
collaborate internally with each other as well as with other
researchers and developers, towards further flourishment of
the interruptibility and attention management research area.

Increasing Applications and Services
On recent mobile devices, users are utilizing an increasing
number of applications as the mobile application market,
from which users can easily find and download new applications, grows drastically. Launched in 2008, Apple’s AppStore is reported to have 1.7-million active applications as
of June 2015. The competing Google Play store has 1.5million applications. From these numerous applications on
the market, Yahoo Aviate’s research has shown that smartphone users on average install 95 applications on their
phone and use 35 of them throughout the day [21]. Other
research [3] has shown that users continuously download
new applications. Even in one of the most mature app markets in the U.S.A., consumers have been continually downloading applications at the same rate since 2011 (8.9 apps
per month in 2011 versus 8.8 apps per month in 2014).
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ubiquitous computing (using the words “information-rich
world”) in 1969 [19], a gap between the unchanged amount
of available attention resources of a human user and the
amount of resources demanded by the increasing amount
of information has been becoming significant. Clearly, human’s attention has been recognized as one of the most
precious resource in computing in the recent ubiquitous
computing research [5]. For many years, researchers have
been working on user’s interruptibility as one of relativelyeasy-to-measure and concrete metrics of around human
attention, firstly in static goal-oriented environments [7, 4,
8], in-lab controlled environments [9, 10], to user’s own inthe-wild environments [16, 14, 15, 18].
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Figure 2: Online Adults using the
Major Social Media Sites,
2012-2014
(Source: Social Media Update 2014 [17])

Trends in People’s Computing
In this section, we summarize some of distinctive current
trends in the recent computing that are related to interruption and attention management research as their backgrounds.
Increasing Connected Devices
Firstly, the number of computing connected device has
been (and will be) drastically growing. Due to emerging Internet of Things (IoT) devices in addition to the conventional
mobile and wearable devices, the total number of devices
(PCs, smartphones, tablets, IoTs, smart TVs, wearables)

Increasing Connected Others
The advent of social networking services, in addition to
conventional communication channels (such as email and
SMS), has increased the number of people that users communicate with on a daily basis. Figure 1 shows the number
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Figure 3: People’s Use of Multiple
Social Media Sites, 2013-2014
(Source: Social Media Update 2014 [17])
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Figure 4: Frequency of Major
Social Media Site Use
(Source: Social Media Update 2014 [17],
September, 2014)

of monthly active users (MAU) of the major social media
services worldwide from 2008 to 2014. The biggest social network, Facebook, has an MAU of 1.4 billion as of
Q1 2015. This number is approximately 20% of the world’s
population. According to the results of a survey conducted
on online users worldwide, all of the major social media
sites have been receiving greater interest over the past recent years, as illustrated in Figure 2. In addition, the same
survey showed that users have been using an increasing
number of social media sites over time, as shown in Figure 3. More than 50% of Facebook users (in the U.S. market, 18 years or older, n = 1, 074, as of September 2014)
have more than 100 “Facebook friends”, with the median
number being 155. Furthermore, the frequency of access to
each of the major social media sites by registered users is
increasing (Figure 4). In particular, Facebook has far more
than 50% of users who access the site every day. A combined estimation from the numbers described here tells us
that approximately 1 billion people around the world accesses Facebook daily.
User’s All-Day Long Computing Experience
Finally, user’s computing is becoming an all-day long experience. The duration of typical user’s computing used to be
8 hours a day in the era of office computing. However, in
the age of ubiquitous computing, the duration is reaching
close to 24 hours a day, meaning that a user’s computing
experience (such as sleep monitoring with a smart wristband [2, 11]) sometimes takes place even while in bed.

• Increasing Notifications from Versatile Sources
We are receiving more notifications from an increasing number of applications installed and running on a
computer. Furthermore, behind such applications are
versatile Web services on the net, and an increasing
number of other users connected to the network. Due
to the recent proactive interaction capabilities of such
applications, more notifications are being delivered to
users.
• Multiple Mobile Devices as Targets
Users have been carrying and using an increasing
number of devices. Very often, users receive notifications on each device individually. Furthermore, a
user may often install the same application, which
can be viewed as a front-end of a Web service, into
their multiple devices. This may lead to a situation
with multiple duplicated notifications with the same
content delivered to multiple devices.
• Increasing Length of Notification Experiences
As mentioned, user’s computing has been changing
to an all-day long experience, with users surrounded
by multiple mobile and wearable devices with a long
battery life and various types of ubiquitous computing
applications that support the users’ lives comprehensively. Under this situation, the notification experience
is also becoming an all-day long affair.

Opportunities
Explosion of Push Notifications
Driven by the key trends introduced above, what we are
starting experiencing is “explosion of push notifications” in
the advancing ubiquitous computing.

Given mentioned key background trends and the situations
around notifications, here we propose 3 distinctive research
directions towards further flourishment of interruptibility research area, as follows.
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Be a Layer! Be a Platform!
The first opportunity is to provide the series research output (implementation of the research proposition) in this
field to other researchers and developers by a means of
“layering”. Although there have been lots of interruptibility
researches conducted in the mobile, wearable, and ubiquitous computing fields (and although there will be even more
emerging field, such as “multi-device” and “IoT”), very few
works [16, 14, 15] have been implemented as a platform
software (such as middleware that exports “interruptibility
API”). This means that (1) interruptibility researchers have
difficulty to compare research outputs each other, and also
(2) potential users of those interruptibility research outputs
need burden to evaluate and utlize those outputs.
Possible opportunity is building “Interruptibility Layer” by
the researchers towards higher reusability of the research
outputs and broader use by versatile applications. Figure 5
shows a conceptual figure of Interruptibility Layer particularly in the mobile client side. (Although some works actually implement their interruptibility detection mechanisms
at server side, for sake of simplicity we use the client side
example here.) Preparing a common interruptibility sensing
platform as middleware on top of the mobile operating system, and placing our individual research output as a module
inside the middleware would bear several beneficial outcomes both for the interruptibility researchers ourselves and
much larger community of potential users of interruptibility
research.
Communication with Industries
Further extensive flourishment of this research area naturally includes communication and collaboration between
research community and industry. Building the interruptibility platform layer will involve in the major operating systems
players, such as Apple (iOS) and Google (Android). We in-

terruptibility researchers have been discussing possibility of
collaboration between our research community and those
OSs, but there is no open platform built up-to now. On iOS
and Android OS, researchers (including broader “mobile
sensing” researchers) are continuously trying to catch up
those “moving target” OSs that changes their specifications
release by release.
Possible alternative scheme of building an open platform
between multiple players are “just build it on the current
moving target OS”. Figure 6 shows a conceptual scheme of
an cooperative behavior between multiple applications with
a “consortium” in a single device. Currently, we are jointly
integrating Attelia [15] middleware inside an commercial
Android application (App (A)) as a research project. If we
can initiate a multi-player consortium with other application
developers (B) and (C), breakpoint [12]-based interruptibility information can be shared among multiple applications
by all consortium members so that all of those apps can
issue notifications in “appropriate” timings of the user. Although the Android OS is still the “moving target” from the
middleware, pure application-layer middleware is possible
and cost for catching up the OS update can be afforded by
the larger-scale multi-player consortium.
Intersection with Other Research Areas
Collaboration with other research areas of ubiquitous computing and computer science beyond Human Computer
Interaction will bring up another huge research opportunities. For example, we are currently pursuing an ongoing
collaboration between interruptibility research with smart
city research. Figure 7 is a map of multiple user’s detected
physical-activity breakpoints [13] in a university campus.
Knowing where people are experiencing breakpoints, the
timings considered to be an appropriate timings for notifications, notifications delivery can be adapted with respect to

the user’s current location inside the smart city. Also, this is
another example of “being as a platform layer” of interruptibility research outputs.

Conclusion
Towards realization of human attention management in
ubiquitous computing, this paper proposed 3 possible opportunities for the current interruptibility research. After
clarifying some of the key trends around user’s computing
devices, communication, and notification occurring in the
recent user computing experience, we specified the important aspects in “explosion of push notification”. Lots of interruptibility research have been done for many years. Now
is the timing for us to be a layer and a platform in order to
realize expansion of this research area. Although collaboration with major OS players in industries are very important,
the application-layer player can do certain degree of multiplayer collaboration through a application-layer consortium.
Versatile types of collaborative research between interruptibility researchers and other computer science researchers
are expected to bring flourishment to this research area.
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